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RECOGNITION OF CERTAIN CLASSES OF CLOSED MAPS 

Z. ČERiN, I. IvANŠič, Zagreb and L. RuBiN, Norman 

(Received August 25, 1986) 

1. Introduction. The origin ofthis paper was the search for classes ofcell-like maps 
which do not raise dimension. In particular, we tried to improve the following 
result by C. F. Zemke [10, Theorem (5.1)]. 

(Z) Let X be a closed convex n-cell in the Euclidean n-space. Let G be a monotone 
upper semicontinuous decomposition of X into convex sets such that all non-
degenerate members of G lie in the interior of X. Then the quotient space X|G has 
dimension at most n. 

In the expository article [9] J. Walsh describes an improvement of (Z) in which 
non-degenerate elements do not need to lie in the interior of X and where the con
clusion is strengthened to the claim that the projection map p: X ^ X|G is approxi-
matively right invertible. 

The class of approximatively right invertible maps has been introduced by G. 
Kozlowski [3]. It is easy to show that these maps can not increase dimension. 

Another important class of maps also defined by G. Kozlowski are hereditary 
shape equivalences [6]. It is well-known that a cell-like map defined on a finite-
dimensional compactum does not raise dimension iff it is a hereditary shape equi
valence [6]. Hence, in the result by Walsh we can even claim that the projection map 
is a hereditary shape equivalence. 

Our approach in improving Zemke's (and Walsh's) theorem was to replace the 
classical notion of convexity with some of the existing axiomatic notions of convexity 
which have been considered recently in topology. The two most prominent are due 
to R. Jamison [5] and E. Michael [7]. 

Hence, the best description of our results would be to say that they illustrate how 
far one can push the arguments in [10] and [9]. In the end, we got sufficient conditions 
for a closed map to be approximatively right invertible (in Section 2) and to be a he
reditary shape equivalence (in Section 3). Finally, in* Section 4, the maps with 
"convex" preimages provide examples to which previous results could be applied 
and which represent our extensions of (Z). 

This paper was written during L. Rubin's visit to the University of Zagreb on leave from the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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2. Recognition of ARI maps. In this section we prove our first two theorems which 
give sufficient conditions for a closed map to be approximatively right invertible. 

Definition 1. Let Q) be a class of pairs of topological spaces. We shall say that 
a topological space X is a @-extensor provided that for every (K, K0) є Q) and every 
map f0: K0 -* X there is an extension / : K ^ X off0. 

Let J* = {(#",S""1) \n = 1,2,3, . . . } , where Bn is the n-dimensional ball and 
Sn~1 is its boundary. 

Definition 2. A class ^ of topological spaces is (finite) intersections stable ((F) IS) 
provided it is closed with respect to arbitrary (finite) intersections of its members. 

Definition 3. Let ̂  be a class of subsets of a space X. A subset A of X is £Ж°° 
provided for every neighborhood L̂  of A in X there is a K є <£ such that A c int K c 
czK c U. 

Definition 4. A m a p / : X' ~> X is approximatively right invertible (ARI) provided 
that for every normal cover ^ of X [ l ] there is a map g: X ^> X' such that 
fo g ~ ^ i d x (i.e., / o g and the identity map idx are ^-close in the sense that for 
each x є X there is a U є % containing both/(#(x)) and x). 

Theorem 1. Lei ^7 be an IS class of Sß-extensor subsets of a topological space X'. 
Letf: X' -^ X be a closed map ofX' onto a paracompact Hausdorffspace X such 
that each preimage of a point in X is a ѴЯ?™ subset ofX'. Thenf is ARI. 

Proof. Let °U be а normal cover of X. For each x e I , choose a Uxetf/ 
and a Kx e % such that x є Ux and / _ 1 ( x ) с i n t K* Œ Kx с / _ 1 (^) - L e t V = 
- {int Kx | x є X}. For each Кє тГ, put PFF - X - f(X' ~ V). Let іГ = 
= {WV | Кє f^}. Observe that #~ is an open cover ofX. Since X is a paracompact 
Hausdorff space, if is a normal cover [ l ] . Let Sř be a locally finite star refinement 
of W. Let N denote the geometric realization of the nerve of Sř and let ф: X —> N 
be the barycentric map. 

We shall now define, by induction, a map ф: N ~> X' in the following way. For 
each f, a map ф{ from the /"-skeleton Nt of N into X' will be constructed with the 
property that 

1) фі = фі-х on iVf_!, and 
2) If zl is a simplex in Ni9 then ^ ř ( J ) is contained in the intersection of all members 

of {Kx | x є X} that contain ф0 (vertices of A). 
Define ф: N -^ X' by ф \ Nt = фі (/ ^ 0). We shall show that the composition 

g = ф о ф: X ~> X' is a map satisfying/o g ~m idx. 
For each S є У , pick an x's ef~1(S) and define ý0(S) = xř

s. Suppose that a con
tinuous function ф1 has been defined on Nt satisfying 1) and 2). If xeNh define 
фі+1(х) = фі(х). Suppose that A is an (i + l)-simplex ofNi+1 and that 50 , S1? ... 

í+1 
..., Si+ j are vertices ofz1. Observe that П Sj + 0- Hence, there is a member ^ o f W 

J = v 
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i+í 

such that U Sj c W. Suppose that W = Jí - / ( X ' - F), where F - int Kw for some 
j = 0 

w є X. It follows that {xf
So,..., s$i+1} c Kw. Let X be the intersection of all members 

of {Kx | xeX] which contain the set {x'So, ..., * s i + I } . Observe that K is a J'-extensor. 
The boundary сУ of A is a collection of i-simplices, each of which is mapped by фі 
into K. Therefore, фі j дА ( = фі + 1 | дА) has an extension фі + 1 to all of A. Since N 
is locally finite, taking such extensions over all (i + l)-simplices of N we shall get 
the map фі+í'. Ni+1 ^> X' which satisfies 1) and 2). 

It remains to see t h a t / o g ~* idx. Suppose x є X and that Su ..., Sn are precisely 
n 

those members of #9 which contain x. Then П $i Ф 0- Let zl be the simplex of ЛГ 
i=i n 

spanned by S1,...,S„. There exists a ^ e # such that U<S; <= ИК Therefore, 
i=l 

{x'Si, ...,x'Sn} cz/"*(pf). Since ф is a barycentric map, we have ф(х)еА. By con
struction, ф(А) czf- \UW\ where W= X -f(X' ~ int Kw). Hence, {x} u {/(flf(x))} <= 
^Uw. 

Theorem 2. Leř 4? be an FIS class ofM-extensor subsets of a topological space X'. 
Letf: X' ~> X be a closed map ofX' onto a compact Hausdorffspace X such that 
each preimage ofa point in X is a иЯ?™ subset ofX'. Thenf is ARI. 

Proof.TheproofofTheorem2isalmost identical to the proof of Theorem 1. 
However, we must make sure that £f is a finite cover and for each S є <Sf choose 
a point xs e S and work with the finite collection {Kxs | S є ^} instead of the collec
tion [Kx | x eX]. 

3. Recognition ofhereditary shape equivalences. Here we prove two theorems which 
give sufficient conditions for a closed map to be a hereditary shape equivalence. 

For a m a p / : X' ~> X and an A c X, let A' = / _ 1 ( Я ) and \tXfA denote the restric
tion of/ onto A! considered as a map of^4' onto A. 

For a map / : X' ~> X and a space 7, let [X, 7 ] denote the set of all homotopy 
classes of maps o fX into 7, and let a function/Y: [X, 7 ] -^ [X\ 7 ] be defined by 
/*([a]) = [ a o / ] , f o r [ a ] e [ Z , 7 ] . 

Definition 5. A map / : X' ^ X is a hereditary shape equivalence (HSE) [6] 
provided for every closed subset A ofX and every absolute neighborhood retract 7, 
the function/^ is a bijection. 

Definition 6. A class %? of subsets of a topological space 7has the property con
tiguity implies homotopy (CIH) provided given a space X and m a p s / , g:X ~> 7 
such that for every x є X there is a Kx є ^ with / (x) , g(x) e Kx, then / and g are 
homotopic in U{^x | x E X}. 

Theorem 3. Let <& be an IS and CIH class of ^-extensor subsets of a perfectly 
normal paracompact space X'. Letf: X' ^> X be a closed map ofX' onto a space X 
such that each preimage of a point in X is a U^00 subset ofX'. Thenf is a HSE. 
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Proof. Let A be a closed subset o f Z and let Ybe an ANR (an absolute neigh
borhood retract for the class of all metrizable spaces). We must show that the func
tion fA: [Л, Y] ^ [Л', Y] is a bijection. 

a) In order to see tha t /* is an injection, suppose that [oq], [a2] є [Л, У] and that 
/ I ( [ a i ] ) = /л([а2І)- I n other words, suppose that we are given maps a l5 a2: A ^ У 
and that а! о / л ca a2 о / л . Our goal is to demonstrate that a1 ca a2. 

Since both paracompactness and perfect normality are preserved under closed 
maps [2], the space X is perfectly normal and paracompact. Since every ANR is an 
absolute neighborhood extensor for the class of all perfectly normal paracompact 
spaces [4, p. 63], there is a closed neighborhood B of A in X and extensions a* 
and a* of oq and a2 to all of B such that oc* ofB ~ a | о/Б . Let ^" be an open cover 
ofYwith the property that 5^-close maps into Yare homotopic. Let & be a common 
refinement of a*"*(<^) and a*"*(<^)^ Choose an open cover % of X such that the 
restriction of °U to B refines 01 and such that the star of A with respect to 4t is con
tained in B. 

We now use Theorem 1 to construct a map g: X -+ X' such that fo g ~ ^ idx. 
Clearly, g(A) c B' so that we have the following chain ofhomotopies a± ~ a* ofB o 
o (# | Л) ca a2 o/B o (g | A) ca a2. Hence, a1 сьг a2. 

b) In order to prove t h a t / ^ is a surjection, suppose that [j8] є [Л', У]. We must 
find an [а] є [Л, У] such that/^([a]) = [a ofA~] = [j8]. In other words, given a map 
ß: A' ~> Ywe must construct a map а: Л ~> Ysuch that ß cz cc ofA. 

Let ß*: B' ~> Ybe an extension of ß to a neighborhood B' of A' in X'. We now use 
Theorem 1 to construct a map # : X -^ X' but this time we make sure that Kx c B' 
for each x є A. 

Let а = jS* o (g | .4). Since the class %> has the property CIH, (g | A) о fA is 
homotopic to the inclusion iA-iB> of ^ ' i n t o B'. Hence, а о / л = ß* o (g | А) 0fA ca 
a iß* о іл,,в, = j9. 

Theorem 4. Leř ^7 Ье ам FIS and СІН class of ^-extensor subsets of a compact 
Hausdorffspace X'. Letf: X' ~» X be a closed map ofX' onto a space X such that 
each preimage ofa point in X is a иЯ?™ subset ofX'. Thenf is a HSE. 

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3. 

4. Maps with convex preimages. This section presents two examples of situations 
where the assumptions of previous theorems are satisfied. These examples concern 
maps with convex preimages on spaces on which a notion of convexity has been 
defined. 

We shall consider two notions ofconvexity. The first was introduced by E. Michael 
in [7] while the second by R. Jamison in [5]. In both of these approaches the col
lection of all convex subsets is IS, each convex set is a ^-extensor, and each convex 
set is the intersection of convex neighborhoods. The class of all convex subsets in 
Michael's convexity has the property CIH. However, we do not know under what 
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conditions this is true for Jamison's convexity. Hence, we have the following two 
results. For undefined terms see [8] for Theorem 5 and [7] for Theorem 6. 

Theorem 5. Let X' he a metrizable 5 4 convex structure with compact polytopes 
and with connected convex sets. Letf: X' ~> X be a closed map ofX' onto a space X 
such that the preimage of each point in Xis a convex subset ofX'. Thenf is ARI. 

Theorem 6. Let X' be a metric space with a convex structure. Let f: X' ~> X be 
a closed map ofX' onto a space X such that the preimage of each point in X is 
a convex subset ofX'. Thenf is a HSE. 
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